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ABSTRACT

The optimal wage policy of a monopoly union is time inconsis-

tent, because once installed capital is a quasi-fixed factor and the

union can demand higher wages without damaging its employment prospects

too much. The consistent outcome is sub-optimal and gives rise to higher

wages and lower investment and employment levels. Even when there are no

stochastic shocks, the union has an incentive to announce a wage strate-

gy contingent on the capital stock as this serves as a threat and forces

the firm to modify its investment behavior. Such an optimal contingent

contract is indeterminate, unless adjustment costs are specified to

allow for institutional and legal constraints on wage setting. It is

inferior to the command optimum, so that it is still time inconsistent.

The results are illustrated with a numerical example.

December 1985

~The author thanks an anonymous referee for constructive comments on a
previously related paper.
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1. Introduction

The effects of monopoly unions, who maximise their utility sub-
ject to a neoclassical labour demand schedule, on unemployment has re-
cently received more attention (e.g. McDonald and Solow, 1981). The re-
sulting levels of unemployment exceed the competitive (and efficient)
outcomes and increase when unemployment benefits are increased. Inte-
resting strategic considerations are introduced if the firm also invests
in capital. When the union announces its intention of demanding low
future wages, present investment is stimulated. However, once the in-
vestment has taken place, the union has an incentive to renege by de-
manding higher wages without increasing employment too much (cf. the
cooperatíve approach of Grout, 1984). Obviously, such an ínconsistent
wage strategy can only be enforced when it is backed up by binding con-
tracts or when the game is repeated indefinitely so that the union can
butld up a reputation for stícking to its announcements. The objective
of thís paper is to demonstrate the benefits for the union of announcing
a contingent (rather than an open-loop) wage strategy, even though it
operates in a deterministic environment. Such a contingent strategy is
time inconsistent, so that some form of enforcement is required. Buiter
(1981) also argued, within the context of dynamic economies with ratio-
nal expectations, that contingent rules are superior to open-loop (or
fixed) rules and that both rules are time inconsistent. Hís case is
based on contingent rules beíng able to correct for stochastic shocks,
but the present case also holds in deterministic environments and relies
on the superiority of a global over the open-loop Stackelberg equili-
brium solution. Contingency operates as a kind of threat and effectively
gives the union an additional lever on the employment-investment deci-
sions of the firm, so that it can be used to improve its utility.

2. The firm's decision problem

A firm and a monopoly union operate ín an environment without
exogeneous uncertainty. The firm decides on its demand for labour and
investment programme, which are conditional on its expectations of pre-
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sent and f.uture wages. The firm is a price-taker in both output and fac-

tor markets and has access to perfect capital markets. Due to internal

adjustment costs, it cannot change its capital stock instanteneously.

The union has monopoly power in the labour market and chooses a sequence

of contingent wage strategies, wt a wt(kt) where wt is the wage and kt

is the capital stock at tíme t, to maximise a utilitarian utility func-

tion subject to taking account of the reactions of the firm to the an-

nounced wage strategies (see Section 3). The firm and union enter into

binding contracts, so that the union is prevented from reneging on the

announced sequence of wage strategies (see Section 4). The interaction

between the firm and union corresponds to a global Stackelberg equili-

brium solution (GSES) of a non-cooperative infinite dynamic game (e.g.
Simaan and Cruz, 1973; Basar and Olsder, 1982, Section 7.4) and implies

that both agents can observe the current amount of capital.

The firm maximises its discounted stream of profits,

T-1
Max II- E~f(kt,Rt) - wtR,t- qtit- ~V(it)~Ptf vl~pT-1~
Rt,it t-1

0 ~ p~ 1, ~(0) - 0, sign (~') - sign(i), ~" ~ 0, (1)

subject to wt ~ wt(kt) and the capital accumulation equations

ktfl~
(1-d)ktf it, kls kl, 0 t d ~ 1, (2)

where Rt, it, qt, v, p and d denote the employment level, investment

rate, real price of capital goods, resale value of capital, discount

factor and depreciation rate, respectively. The production function,
f(kt,Rt), is strictly concave, satisfies the Inada conditions and has

constant returns to scale. Internal adjustment costs increase with the

absolute size of the rate of (dis)investment at an ever-increasing rate,

so that the size of the firm is limited (Nickell, 1978, Chapter 3). The

necessary conditions for the firm's decision problem are easily shown to

be:

Rt - kth(wt), h(wt) --fRkIfRR ~ 0, h'(wt) s llktfRR ~ 0 (3)
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it- It(at-qt), I(~) ~ ~, I~ 3 1~V~" ~ 0, (4)

fRR ~ 0, ~y" ~ 0, (2) and

~t-1~ p~(1-d)ati- g(wt) - wt(kt)kth(wt)~~ ~T-1~ v' (5)

where ~t is the shadowprice of capital and the marginal productivity of

capital is given by

g(wt) - fk (l~h(wt))~ g'(wt) ~ fkk~f~R ~ 0
t

(6)

Since the marginal productivity of labour díminishes and factors are

cooperant, the profit-maximising labour-capital ratio and therefore the

marginal productivity of capital decrease with the real wage. Investment

is a forward-looking variable and occurs when the shadowprice of capital

exceeds the cost of capital. For example, an increase in investment

takes place when there is an unanticipated reduction in future levels of

the real wage or interest rate. The user cost of capital consists of the

return on alternative assets (r -(1-p)~p), plus the depreciation charge

minus the rate of appreciation of the shadowprice of capital and has to

match the marginal productivity of capital plus a term to allow for wage

contracts being contingent on the capital stock:

(r~d-at)~t ~ g(wt) - wt (kt)kt h(wt), (~)

where 7~t -(~t-~t-1),p~t~ It can be seen from (7) that the union can via

an appropriate "threat", i.e. choice of w~(kt), affect the effective

marginal productivity of capital and therefore the investment behavior

of the firm. An increase in the magnítude of the contingency coeffi-

cient, -wt(kt), given a fixed wage, increases the steady state marginal

value of capital, investment rate and capital stock, because this in-

creases the effective marginal productivity of capital.
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3. Optimal wage contracts for the monopoly union

The union maxímises a quasi-concave utilitarian utility function

(cf. McDonald and Solow, 1981) with internal policy-adjustment costs,

Max U - E ~Rtu(wt)f(n-Rt)u(bt)- t(wt(kt))JPt,
wt(kt) t~l

u' ~ 0, u" ~ 0, I'(0) - 0, sign I'' ~ sign wt, T" ~ 0, (8)

subject to (2)-(6), where n denotes the union membership and bt the le-

vel of unemployment benefits or the best alternative (competitive) wage

that can be obtained by a redundant worker. The utility function can be

derived from aggregating the utilities of employed and unemployed wor-

kers with risk-averse or risk-neutral preferences, where the latter case
corresponds to maximising total rent, or from the expected utility ap-

proach. When the union commits itself to a path strategy, adjustment

costs are zero and the open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium solution (OSES)

appears as a special case of the GSES. Otherwise, T(.) captures the

costs to the union of designing and implementing contingent wage con-

tracts. Without these costs, the GSES gives rise to a non-classical

(singular) optimal control problem for the monopoly union and therefore
variational techniques cannot be usedl). In any case, it is not unrea-
listic that a self-disciplined monopoly union takes account of such in-

ternal adjustment costs. These costs can also be interpreted as legal

and institutional restrictions on the design of contingent wage con-

tracts. Papavassilopolous and Cruz (1979, Theorem 2.1) effectively show

that the union can maximise its utility function with respect to wt and

wt(.) and need not concern itself with the exact functional form of the

contingent rule, wt(kt). Their result implies representational non-

uniqueness, because many rules yield the same values of wt and wt(.).
Nevertheless, it provides a useful and operational approach to the de-

sign of contingent wage strategies. The alternative is to ignore adjust-

T-1

1) If the game was finite, a transformation from extensive to
normal form would allow one to find a GSES.
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ment costs, I'(.) - 0, and try different valuea of wt whilst ensuring
that there is an incentive for the employed union members to work rather

than to be on the dole, wt ~ bt.
The Lagrangian function for the union is given by

L- E{kth(wt)[u(wt)-u(bt)] f n u(bt) - t(wt(kt))}pt f
ta 1

T-1
tElut[(1-d)ktfI(at-qt)-ktfl]Pt- nt(v-aT-1)PT-1-

T-1
tE2nt{P[(1-d)atf g(wt)-wt(kt)kth(wt)] - at-1}PT-1~ (9)

where ut denotes the undiscounted shadowprice of capital for the union

and rlt the undiscounted marginal value of the shadowprice of capital for

the firm to the union. Maximisation with respect to wt yields

u(wt)-u(bt)fntwt(kt) -h(wt) ntg'(wt)
u~(wt) 3 h,(wt) f kth,(wt)u,(wt),t~1,..T-1, (10)

where r11- 0, so that wt- W(nt,kt,wt;bt). Note that, due to the utilitax~
ion nature of the utility function, the level of union membership does

not effect the optimal wage. An increase in benefits reduces the gap
between the utility of an employed and an unemployed worker, so that the
union will place, at the margin, less value on jobs than on income and

consequently demands a higher wage (8W~8bt~ ptkth'(wt)u'(bt)~Lw w~ 0).
t t

For the contingency coefficient, -wt(.), one obtains

T-1

r'(wt(kt) - ntkth(wt)~ t~1,..T-1 (11)

so that wt(kt) ~ S~(ntkth(wt)) where St(0) s 0 and t2'~ 1~I'" ~ 0.

Maximisation wíth respect to the capital stock yields

ut-13 P{(1-d)utf[u(wt)-u(bt)fntwt(kt)fntwt'(kt)kt]h(wt)},
~

uT-1 '
(12)
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so that (rfd-ut)ut ~~u(wt)-u(bt)fnt~tfnt~t'kt]h(wt). Hence, the union

sets its user cost of capital (interest plus depreciation charges minus

capital gains) equal to its "marginal utility of capital" plus a term to

allow for the contingency of the wage (via the effect of capital on the

effective marginal productivity of capital faced by the firm). Finally,

maximísation with respect to the firm's ahadowprice yields

nttla ( 1-d)nt- 1'(at-qt)ut~ nl - 0. (13)

Because the firm's investment rate and shadowprice are free to jtunp at

the start of the planning períod, they effectively become a policy in-

strument for the union and consequently their marginal value must be

zero at that time. Also, nt is a backward-looking and at is a forward-
looking variable. The marginal value to the union of the firm's invest-

ment rate and nt are typically negative, since the union and firm have

conflicting objectíves. It follows from (11) that the union's best

strategy is to make the wage a decreasing function of the capital stock
(wt(kt) t 0). This correaponds to the "threat" that, whenever the firm
attempts to deviate and accumulate less capital than agreed the union

punishes the firm by demanding a higher real wage.
An increase in the capital stock increases employment and there-

fore the marginal benefit to the union from raising the wage, except

when nt- 0(óW~Bkt--ptntg'(wt)~ktLw w~ 0). Also, for a given capital
t t

stock, the wage is higher and employment lower than at a competitive

equilibriwn (where f~ ~ bt~ wt). An increase in the marginal cost of the
t

firm's shadowprice (or investment rate), -nt, accentuates the adverse

effects of a higher wage on the marginal productivity of capital, so

that the marginal costs to the union from raising the wage are increased

(-aW~Bnt- pt~g~(wt)-wt(kt)kth'(wt)]ILw w ~ 0).
t t

The special case of the OSES (wt s 0) has been discussed in van

der Ploeg (1985). For the OSES W(nt,kt,0;bt) is homogeneous of degree

zero in nt and kt, but this property does not hold for the GSES (except

when Wt(.) is logarithmic).
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4. Time ínconsistency, reputation and credible strategies

The optimal wage strategy is time inconsistent (Kydland and
Prescott, 1977) if there i s an incentive for the union to re-optimise
its strategy at some later date, that is if

~ s,t such that wts(kt) ~ wt0(kt), s~ 0, t~ s (14)

~
where wts(kt) is the optímal contingent rule for time t when the plan-
ning period commenced at time s. To show that the union's optimal strat-
egy is tíme inconsistent, assume the contrary. This implies that
{r1t-0, t~1,..T-1}, because then there is never an incentive for the
union to renege. It follows from (13) that {uts0, t~1,..T-1}, so that
the Inada conditions and (12) imply that {wt~bt, ta1,..T-1}. Also, (11)
shows that {wt(kt)~0, t-1,..T-1} and that the GSES must reduce to the

OSES. Hence, (10) implies that {h(wt)~0, t~1,..T-1} which is inconsis-
tent with the Inada conditions and (3) (as fR tends to W and not to bt

t
as kt tends to 0). The union's optimal strategy must therefore be time
inconsistent. By announcing the intention of demanding low wages in the

future, the union persuades the firm to invest in a large capital stock.
Once the machines are installed, the union has an incentive to renege by
extracting the quasi-rent of a fixed factor and demanding higher wages
than promísed. The time-inconsistent solution of Section 3 can therefore
only be enforced when binding contracts are available.

In the absence of such contracts, the GSES and the OSES are not
credible as the firm then has no reason to believe that the union will
stick to its announcements. Instead, the sub-game perfect (Selten, 1975)
or feedback (e.g. Basar and Olsder, 1982, Section 7.3) Stackelberg equi-
librium solution (SPSES) should be calculated with the aid of dynamic
programming. It can be shown (van der Ploeg, 1985) that the SPSES is
given by (3)-(6) and wt~ W(O,kt,O;bt) - W(bt). Hence, in the absence of
binding commitments, there is wage stickyness and employment takes all

the adjustment. Also, the wage is higher and the marginal productivíty
and shadowprice of capital are lower so that there is under-investment
and excessive unemployment.
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The SPSES leads to consístent and sub-optimal outcomes and is
the only rational expectations equilibrium solution (REES) when the game
between the union and the firm is repeated a finite number of times (cf.
the "chain-store" paradox). However, if the game without binding con-
tracts is repeated indefinitely and the discount rate is small enough
(or the punishment interval is long enough), it will be worth-wile for
the union to develop a reputation for sticking to its announcements and
the GSES or OSES becomes a REES, even though there are no explicit bind-
ing contracts between the union and the firm. A smaller discount rate
(or longer punishment interval) increases the penalties attached to
reneging, so that the inconsistent outcome can be more easily sustained
as a REES.

5. Command optimum for the monopoly union

It is important to calculate the highest utility the union can
obtain when it can set employment and investment levels, since this will
serve as an upper bound on the utility the union can attain i n the GSES.
This follows from the comman.' optimum2), which solves:

T-1
Max U - E ~Rt u(wt)f(n-kt)u(bt)Jpt

wt,kt,it t-1
(15)

subject to (2) and the zero profit condition II a 0. The Lagrangian func-
tion is given by

T-1
L~ U f 9{II ftEl~t~(1-d)ktf it-

kttlJpt}'
(16)

where A~ 0 is the marginal rate of substitution between the union's
utility and profits and Aat is the shadowprice of capital for the com-
mand optimum. The necessary conditions are (2), (4) and

2) Note that the team-optimal problem (e.g. Basar and Olsder,
1982, Section 7.4) is singular, which can be circumvented when
the zero-profit condition is imposed.
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~t-ls p~(1-6)~t} ge(wt'bt)]' ~T-la v (17)

where 1Ct- kthe(wt;bt), hW ~ 0, hb ~ 0 follows from the contract curve
t t

(cf. McDonald and Solow, 1982)

[u(wt)-u(bt)]Iu'(wt) s wt- f~ (kt~Rt).
t

(18)

the marginal productivity of capital is given by ge(wt'bt) -
fk (l,he(wt;bt)), gW ~ 0, gb ~ 0, u'(wt) a 9 and 9 follows from II- 0.

t t t
Note that 6~ u'(bt) must hold, otherwise union members would prefer to

be unemployed. It is clear that the command optimum is Pareto efficient
and yields combinations of wages, employment and investment at which
both the firm and union are better off3j. For a given capital stock,
employment and wages exceed the competitive outcomes. This "featherbed-
ding" follows f rom bt-fR ~~u(wt)-u(bt)]Iu'(wt)-(wt-bt) ~ 0. It follows,

t
a fortiori, that unemployment for any efficient outcome is below the
monopoly union outcomes whether with or without binding contracts.

Although it may be possible to choose wt(.) so that the shadow-
price equations (17) and (5) and therefore the capital accumulation and
investment equations coincide, the optimal labour-capital ratios do not
coincide unless the wage in the command optimum happens to coincide with
the competitive wage (bt). But even if it does, u'(wt) ~ 6 and wt a
W(nt,kt,wt;bt) are usually incompatible. Hence, the command optimum can-
not be sustained as a GSES and gives greater utility to the union than
the GSES. However, this does not imply that it ís impossible to find
contingent wage contracts that give rise to Pareto improvements over the

SPSES or OSES.

3) In fact, if the command optimum yields 6~ 6~, it corresponds
to maximising a weighted average of (1) and (8) with weights 6~
and 1, respectively.
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6. Example

Consider a Cobb-Douglas production function, f(kt,Rt)~ AktRt-a,

quadratic adjustment costs, ~(it) a c it~2 and t(wt) - Ywt2~2, a unit
coefficient of relative risk-aversion, u(.) ~ log(.), and a two-period

analysis, T- 3 and k1- 0. It follows that for the GSES I(at-qt) ~

(~t-qt)~c, h(wt) - ~wtl(1-a)A{-lla. g(wt) a aA~wt~(1-a)A{-(1-a)Ia~
wt - ntkth(wt)~Y and W(nt,kt,wt;bt) follows implicitly from

wt- bt exp~a(1 f wtntlkt) - ntwt~. (19)

Note that the OSES emerges as a special case of the GSES as Y~~, since

then the very high costs of contingent contracts makes them not worth-

wile. For the command optimum, he(wt;bt)-{wt~l-log(wt~bt)~~(1-a)A}-l~a

and ge(wt;bt) - aA{wt~l-log(wt~bt)~~(1-a)A}-(1-a)~a~ The solution to the

command optimum, the Nash bargaining solution, the OSES, various GSES's

and the SPSES are presented in Table 1. The level of profits and utility

of the monopoly union for the various solutions are graphed in Fig. 1.

The introduction of binding long-term fixed contracts ensures
that the firm accepts that the union will stick to its intentions of

lowering its wage in period 2 from 1.284 to 1.138. The lower wage

reduces the marginal productivity of labour, so that the labour-capital

ratio increases, and increases the marginal value of capital, so that

investment in period 1 increases from 1.360 to 2.184. The net effect is

an increase in employment of 9.89 and in output of 13.82. The introduc-

tion of binding fixed contracts yields a Pareto improvement, for the

firm's discounted profits increase by 1.417 and the union's utility by

0.504. Without binding commitments, there is a temptation for the union

to renege on its announced wage claims for period 2 once investment in

period 1 has taken place. This incentive to extract the quasi-rent of

installed machines follows from n2 v-0.925 ~ 0. When the union does
renege, for example when contracts are declared void ín the second

period, it demands a higher wage than expected and consequently the

labour-capital ratio and marginal productivity of capítal are lower than



Table 1: Numerí.cal solutions for various na~i-cooperative and cooperative games between a monopoly union and
----- a f i rm

s5

- - ABSI?NCh: BINU[Nl: -g1NU1Nl; CONTiNCEN'f CON'fRAC'1'S (GSES)(4)
NASH COMMANDOF BINDLNG

CONTRACTS
FIXEU

CONTRACTS y-1000.0 y-853.1 w~z-0.0452
w~--0.0562

BARGAIN OPTLMUM

(SPSF:S) (USI:S)(4)

(i)i 1,3F,p 2.184 2.744 3.356 3.795 4.769 3.501 3.580l

w (L) 1.284 1.138 1.125 1.113 1.106 1.094 1.071 1.1372

~n2 ~~.O ~).(t -0.02"L5 -0.0376 -0.045 -0.056 - -

),2 h.19 ]h.()8 21.19 27.OZ 31.33 41.2U 43.6c) 45.87

f2 10.5y 24.41 31.78 40.10 46.20 60.08 58.12 60.61

~2(3) 0.0 -0.925 -1.060 -1.186 -1.265 -1.416 - -

(, - 1.ybZ Z.111 '2.162 - - - -

~~ 1.458 1.962 2.349 2.729 2.979 3.476 2.828 5.542

ii 1.016 2.433 2.542 2.376 2.066 0.786 3.037 0.0

Parameters: r~ ó- 0.03, A- 2.5, a a 0.25, ql ~ q2 ~ 1.0, v~ 0.5, c s 1.0, bl ~ 62 ~ 1.0

(1) Note that aI - il t 1.0, k2 - il and k3 - 0.97i1 - 0.5.

(2)

(3)

Note that, except for the command optimum and the Nash bargainíng solution, the marginal productivity
of capital, g(w2), and the labour-capital ratio, h(w2), are inversely related to w2 and the
marAinal productivity of labour equals w2. For the command optimum, w2 a 1.137 ~ fR2 - 0.991 and
consequently labour's share of income, w2q,2~f2, i s 0.860 rather than 0.75. Similarly, For the
Nash harkainint; ~~,Intion, w2 - 1.071 - fe,, - 0.998 and ~2R2~f2 - 0.805.

Note that (,l - - cn2 ; O.

~f~ (4) The outcome5 when the cmíun reneBes on the announced wage strategies or contracts are Kiven by
I;`" w2 ~ 1.284, V,L - 4.55í1, f2 - 7.79i1 and U- 1.07i1.
~

1~,

i
N~

t'
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expected. In fact, these variables will be exactly the same as in the
case when there are no binding contracts in the first place Capital is

historically given and therefore not affected by the cheating action of

the union. The net effect of reneging on fixed contracts gives rise to

an employment level of 9.93, an output level of 17.01 and an union's
utility level of 2.34.

Now consider the implementation of contingent wage contracts. By
making the wage ín period 2 a negative function of investment in period
1, the monopoly union effectively threatens the firm to demand higher
wages if the firm under-invests. This threat, combined with the an-
nouncement of an even larger reduction in the wage, forces the firm to
invest more than with fixed contracts and, a fortíori, than without
binding contracts. The result is an expansion in output and jobs and an
increase in the union's utility. As the weight attached to minimising

the welfare losses of contingent wage contracts, Y, diminishes, the con-
tingency coefficient, -w2, increases, the wage decreases, investment,
employment and output increase, and the union's utility improves. Note

that for large values of Y, it is possible to design bindíng contingent

contracts that are Pareto-superior to binding fixed contracts and, a

fortiori, to situations without binding commitments (also see Fig. 1).
For example, if Y- 1000 profits and union's utílity are, respectively,
0.109 and 0.149 higher with contingent than with fixed contracts. How-

ever, if Y ~ 857, contingent contracts improve union's utility at the
expense of worsening the firm's profits.

There is a problem with the procedure of Papavaesilopolous and
Cruz (1979), since the Hessian of the Lagrangian function (9), say H,

becomes singular for small values of Y(Y ~ 853.1). Note that

trace(H) ~ L - Y(pfp2) ~ 0 if L ~ 0, andw2w2 w2w2

det(H) ~-Lw w Y(pfp2) -{n2k2h'(w2)p2}2 ~ 0 even if Lw w~ 0.
2 2 2 2

It can thus be seen that for small Y H may cease to be negative definite
and the second-order condition of the problem for the monopoly union may
become violated. To overcome this problem, policy adjustment costs are
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ignored, r(.) - 0, for (exogeneously given) values of the contingency
coefficient exceeding - 0.0376. As -w2 increases, the union's utility
improves even further at the expense of the firm's profits. However, as
the intensity of the threat implied in the contract increases, the wage

can fall below the level of unemployment benefits. This occurs when
-w2 ~ 0.057, but the resulting solutions make no sense as union members
would then prefer to be unemployed rather than to work. There is there-
fore an upper bound on the intensity of the threat the union can in
principle impose on the firm.

An enforceable contract is a contract that both parties are pre-
pared to sign voluntarily, that is that yields better pay-offs for both
the union and the firm than in the absence of binding contracts. The
case w2 -- 0.045 is enforceable, but w2 s- 0.056 is not enforceable.
The best enforceable contract that the monopoly union can get the firm

to sign is where profits are just above 1.016. This corresponds to a
contingency coefficient of 0.055 and a level of unions's utility equal
to 3.42 (see Fig. 1). Note that other functional forms of contingent
contracts, say log(wt(kt)) ~ w0 f wl log(kt) instead of wt(kt) -
w0 f wl kt, yield qualitatively similar conclusions.

Finally, the binding contingent contracts can be compared with

various efficient contracts where the wage, employment and investment
are chosen in a cooperative fashion. With efficient outcomes a wedge is
forced between the wage and the marginal productivity of labour, so that
employment, capital and output are increased beyond their competitive
levels. As the relative weight attached to the objectives of the
union, say 6, increases, one moves up the contract curve, the share of
wages in total output increases and the union's utility improves at the
expense of a worsening of the firm's profits. For example, the Nash bar-
gaining solutionl) corresponds to 9 s 0.482 and leads to a wedge of 0.073
between the wage and marginal productivity of labour and a share of
labour of 0.805. Note that there is no incentive for the union to sign a
contract based on the Nash bargaining solution (when the assumed fall-
back position is shut-down), since its utility would fall from 3.42 to

1) The Nash bargaining solution corresponds to 9:(U~II) when the
fall-back position for the union and firm is to shut down the
production process (e.g. van der Ploeg, 1985).
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2.83 whilst profits would increase from 1.02 to 3.04. The command opti-

mum corresponds to higher weight to uníon's utility, 0 s 0.468, a higher
share of labour, w2R2~f2 s 0.860, and a larger wedge, w2- fR ~ 0.146.

It gives the highest utility the union can hope to attain. Al~hough the
union's utility is 2.08 higher than in the best enforceable contingent

contract, the firm will not sign a contract based on the command optimum
as profits will fall from 1.02 to 0.0. An enforceable command optimum

ensures that profits do not fall below 1.02 and corresponds to a level

of utility equal to 4.87. It is therefore clear that there exist incen-

tives for both parties to design cooperative contracts.
However, the right fall-back position is not shut-down but the

outcomes the union and firm obtain under the best enforceable contingent
contract. Thus the appropriate Nash bargaining solution may be found

from

Max (U - 3.42)(II - 1.02)
w2,R2,i1

(6.1)

as, in the absence of cooperation, the pay-offs to the union and firm

are 3.42 and 1.02, respectively. Both parties will be prepared to sign a
cooperative contract based on (6.1), since utility and profits increase
by 0.62 and 0.60, respectively. It corresponds to 0- 0.476 ~ 0.482, so

that the union becomes relatively better off than when the fall-back is
shut-down.
7. Conclusions

When a monopoly union chooses the wage to maximíse a utilitarian
utility function and the firm faces a neoclassical investment problem
with internal adjustment costs, the introduction of binding fixed wage

contracts leads to a Pareto improvement. The wage falls and the marginal
value of capital increases, so that employment, investment and output

increase. The problem is that without binding commitments (or reputatio-
nal forces), the union has an incentive to renege on its announcement of
low future wage claims once the investment has taken place. In other
words, in future periods it has a temptation to extract the qussi-rent

of a fixed factor by demanding higher wages. In the absence of binding
contracts (or reputational forces), the firm anticipates that the
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union's announcement of low wages is not credible and therefore does not
invest as much. This makes both the firm and union worse off.

The main contribution of this paper has been to etress the i.m-
portance of threats and binding contingent contracta. When the monopoly
union makes future wages contingent on the capital stock, it can threa-
ten to íncrease the wage unless the firm invests a sufficiently large
amount. This is feasible, because the threat increases the effective
marginal productivity of capital and thereby forces the firm to invest
more. With such threats there is still an incentive to renege on announ-
ced wage rules, so that binding contingent contracts (or reputational
forces) are required to sustain the resulting equilibrium. When the im-
plied threat is large enough, the outcome is no longer Pareto-superior
to the sítuation of no binding contracts. An enforceable binding contin-
gent contract is one where the firm obtains at least as much profits as
when there are no contracts. The best enforceable contingent contract
does not worsen profits and improves union's utility considerably, so
that both parties are prepared to sign this contract. The best enforce-
able contingent contract provides a solutíon to the problem of indeter-
minacy in the design of contingent contracts (i.e. the problem of non-
uniqueness of global Stackelberg equilibrium). The command optimum shows
that both the union and the firm could further improve their pay-offs by
designing a cooperative contract for employment and investments as well
as wages. In that case, one should use the non-cooperative best enforce-
able contingent contract, instead of shut-down, as the fall-back posi-
tion in the derivation of the Nash bargaining solution.
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